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About this Guidebook

Watershed leaders from seven different watersheds are working collaboratively

on the Communities in Nature project within the Regional District of Central

Kootenay (RDCK) Area E. Currently no formalized watershed governance body

exists to support each watershed’s unique needs. This guide has been

developed to support these communities to:

Ensure a consistent understanding of watershed governance;

Understand the complexity of each watershed and their synergies;

Provide a summary of engagement to support future work, especially

funding opportunities;

Identify key groups or individuals to engage in the governance process,

with an emphasis on First Nations engagement processes;

Lay out a structure for a formalized governing body; and

Develop a plan for implementing a formalized governing body.

Developing a proactive plan to deal with potential issues in Area E watersheds

will ensure each community is well positioned to face these challenges as they

arise. There are many factors to consider for a successful governance plan

including ecological, political and socio-economic factors. The hope is that this

guidebook will support Area E community members to tailor an approach that

will not only support each watershed’s unique needs but be flexible in the face

of emerging challenges.

This guidebook will provide information on the history of this process, key

actors currently involved in this process, a summary of what watershed

governance means in the context of Area E, as well as why it’s important, a

history of engagement outcomes to date, a summary of key issues facing

watersheds, a summary of potential actors to engage, First Nations
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involvement, a proposed governance implementation plan, key

recommendations for next steps, a summary of the watershed health survey,

and opportunities for funding.

The hope is that this guidebook will provide the basis for a successful

watershed governance group operating in the RDCK Area E. Success would

look like:

Watershed community members are meeting regularly using an

agreed-upon vision, mission, values, and goals.

Members have a mutually beneficial way of making collective decisions.

First Nations are engaged and given space to contribute to the process

in a way that aligns with the United Nations Declaration on the Rights

of Indigenous Peoples, cultural values and capacity.

Members are utilizing and implementing recommendations from the

nature-based plan.

Members are able to access funding to implement projects.

The formalized governing body is recognized as legitimate, and uses

this recognition along with key relationships to leverage funding and

project enhancement.

A governing body has, at a minimum, a part-time coordinator to help

with administrative tasks.
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1.0 History

Ramona Faust, the RDCK Area E Director, initially brought the proposal of a

Nature-Directed Stewardship and governance project forward to the West

Kootenay EcoSociety (the EcoSociety) on behalf of her constituents. The

EcoSociety successfully applied for funding from the Real Estate Foundation of

BC through the Healthy Watersheds Initiative to implement the needs of Area

E communities through a project called Communities in Nature. Consultants

were hired to support the Nature-Directed Stewardship and another consultant

was hired to develop recommendations for implementing watershed

governance in Area E. The latter is what led to the development of this

guidance report. The intent is that a successful governance body will be better

situated to implement the recommendations in the Nature-Directed

Stewardship report.

The governance process was not initiated until about a year into the

Nature-Directed Stewardship phase of this Communities in Nature project.

Before this phase of the project, community representatives from each Area E

watershed engaged in the project were brought together under the title of

‘Watershed Stewardship Steering Committee”. This group developed a vision,

mission, and set of goals for working together:

1.1 Vision

Area E residents are watershed stewards with meaningful, legislated

decision-making power in their community watersheds. Water quality, water

quantity, and timing of flow are maintained by healthy, intact, living

ecosystems. These elements are essential in supporting healthy, resilient

communities and abundant fish and wildlife.
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1.2 Mission

To support, connect and share resources with communities in Area E as they

create and enact long-term, cohesive and kincentric plans to protect, restore,

and utilize their community watersheds.

1.3 Goals

Support Area E water user groups to influence decisions made by

industrial companies on the use of consumptive watersheds.

Connect Area E water user groups with resources to create

nature-based plans for their consumptive watersheds.

Share these resources through the process of nature-based planning,

capacity-building, and the empowerment of local communities and

First Nations, thus working to protect the health and resilience of

communities.

This initial set of principles was used to start the engagement process with

Area E community members, with seven watersheds represented in the

conversation. The development of this guidance report is considered phase one

of implementing watershed governance. Phase two will include the

formalization of a watershed governance group (see 8.0 of this report for more

details on phase two) and the execution of the Nature-Directed Stewardship

report.

The following section of this guidance report summarizes the key actors

involved in the process since governance planning commenced.
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2.0 Key Actors

Six of the seven watersheds engaged in this project have a community leader

representing them at the decision-making table. The following watersheds are

involved in this process:

Bird Creek

Eagle Creek

Fortynine Creek

Glade

Laird Creek

Redfish Creek

Sandy Creek

As previously mentioned, RDCK Area E Director Ramona Faust has been

involved in this project since its inception on behalf of the communities she

represents. The EcoSociety have been working in partnership with Director

Faust to support the success of this project, including administration,

procurement of consultants and funds and project management.

The watershed leaders, Director Faust, and the EcoSociety have also been

working with the team who researched and developed the Nature-Directed

Stewardship report, which can be viewed here. You can learn more about the

team who put this report together at the aforementioned link.

3.0 What is Collaborative Watershed Governance?

With the release of the new Water Sustainability Act on February 29, 2016, and

the anticipated BC Watershed Security Fund (anticipated release in 2023), the

conversation on innovative and collaborative watershed governance has

changed in BC.
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Governance is the act of making decisions. The importance of who gets to

make these decisions and how they do that is a foundation of our democratic

society. Whether the scale is national or at the watershed level, this process is

exceptionally important. With watershed governance specifically, there is

myriad of components to take into consideration, such as:

Planning;

Management;

Geographic scale (such as surface water versus groundwater and size of

watershed); and

Multiple interests (public vs private, for example) .1

Watershed governance includes a variety of activities with an administrative

and political focus that include:

Holding policy and decision makers accountable;

Choosing decision-makers to represent the governance group and

leveraging the group to elect or change outcomes of decision-makers

in power;

Spotlighting the values and concerns of community members more

broadly; and

Ensuring the governance group effectively makes and implements

decisions.

1 Nowlan, L. and K. Bakker. (2007). ‘Delegating Water Governance: Issues and Challenges in the BC Context’. Program on

Water Governance. University of British Columbia.

https://www.fraserbasin.bc.ca/_Library/Water_BCWF/fbc-bcwf-guidance_for_watershed_governance-june_30-2016.pdf
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The following key objectives for watershed governance were well summarized

in the 2016 Fraser Basin Council’s paper on “Guidance for Collaborative

Watershed Governance in BC”:

“Improve water management through effective planning;

Involve a wider variety of voices and perspectives in the decision making

process, adding legitimacy to the outcomes;

Provide a forum for conflict resolution among diverse interests and

users in the watershed; and

Increase the capacity of local communities to manage their watersheds

sustainably.”2

One of the biggest benefits to successful watershed governance includes

relationship development around key watershed issues. An emphasis on

building trust between all groups involved is critical. Successful governance will

also improve the collective capacity of a group along with leveraging their built

legitimacy to improve funding and project partners. With the growth of a

formalized watershed governance group, operational capacity and efficiency

will also improve through planning, management and development.

4.0 Why is Collaborative Watershed Governance Important?

Community-driven watershed governance has become more popular as a

reaction to outdated approaches to governance. These historic approaches to

governance have unfortunately led to some devastating impacts to watersheds.

According to a 2014 report by POLIS , formalized watershed groups and3

3 Brandes, O.M. & J. O’Riordan. (2014). ‘A Blueprint for Watershed Governance in British Columbia.’ POLIS Project on

Ecological Governance. University of Victoria.

https://poliswaterproject.org/polis-research-publication/blueprint-watershed-governance-british-columbia/

2 Fraser Basin Council. (2016). ‘Guidance for Collaborative Watershed Governance in BC – Discussion Paper.’
https://www.fraserbasin.bc.ca/_Library/Water_BCWF/fbc-bcwf-guidance_for_watershed_governance-june_30-2016.pdf
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initiatives in BC have been increasing in popularity, starting in the 1970s with

the creation of the Okanagan Basin Water Board , which is still successfully4

operating to this day. Watershed governance done right can lead to “…efficient,

credible and cost effective means of developing integrated and robust solutions

to complex problems.”2 Table 1 summarizes watershed groups currently

operating in BC.

Each watershed has its own unique set of issues that it faces. These can range

from socio-economic to environmental and even political and no one approach

can be implemented to support the needs of all watersheds. Therefore, it is

critical for communities to come together to develop approaches that best suit

the needs of their independent watersheds on a case-by-case basis.

4.1 Examples of Successful Watershed Governance

Table 1 shows established collaborative watershed governance groups

operating in BC.

Table 1: Watershed governance groups operating in BC

Name Year
Established

Key Work More
Information

Okanagan

Basin Water

Board

1970 This statement summarizes the Board’s

work: “established under the Municipalities

Enabling and Validating Act, and given

taxing powers to address water problems

that crossed the jurisdictional boundaries of

the Okanagan Regional Districts.”

More info

here.

4 https://www.obwb.ca/
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Name Year
Established

Key Work More
Information

Cowichan

Watershed

Board

2014 Four unique working groups with the

following focuses

1. Flow and fish sustainability;

2. Communications, conservation/
watershed IQ;

3. Estuarine health and water quality; and

4. Riparian

More info

here.

Shuswap

Watershed

Council

2013 Key areas of interest:

1. Development that respects the
environment as well as economic and
social interests;

2. Water quality that supports public and
environmental health; and

3. Desirable recreation experiences that are
safe and sustainable.

More info

here.

Coquitlam

River

Watershed

Roundtable

2007 They partake in the following activities:

1. Coordinating monitoring efforts,

2. Participating in the preparation of a plan
for the watershed,

3. Sponsoring educational events, or

4. Working towards consensus on issues
that affect the watershed.

More info

here.

Shawnigan

Basin

Authority

2013 The Authority operated with a structure of 3

unique sub-committees informing them:

1. Shawnigan Basin Society,

2. Shawnigan Watershed Roundtable, and

3. Ecological design panel.

More info

here.
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5.0 Engagement History

5.1 First Collective Governance Session

All seven of the communities from the RDCK Area E have been involved in the

Communities in Nature project since the beginning. For more details on the

engagement for the nature-based planning component of this project, you can

review this report.

Area E watershed leaders were brought together for a Collaborative

Community Watershed Governance Engagement Session on November 3,

2021. Of the seven watersheds being engaged for this project, five of the

community leads attended.

The session covered the following:

1. What is collaborative watershed governance?

2. Success stories from across BC.

3. Discussion: on current governance structure in Area E.

4. Discussion: individual/ collective goals for governance in your watershed?

5. Summary of Collaborative Community Watershed Governance report

and potential benefits to Area E communities.

A summary from the session can be found in Appendix A of this report. This

summary includes all revisions suggested by watershed leads during and

post-session.
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5.2 Individual Engagement Sessions

During December 2021 and January 2022, each watershed leader was engaged

in a one-on-one session where the following questions were discussed:

1. Does the concept of watershed governance make sense to you?

2. What would you like a formalized governance structure to look like in

Area E?

a. Who should sit at the table?

b. Who is missing from the conversation?

c. What would you like your role to be?

d. What would you like to see a formalized group accomplish?

e. How would you like to make decisions collectively?

3. Are there any other ideas you want to discuss?

A summary of these individual sessions can be found in Appendix B of this

report.

5.3 Second Collective Governance Session

Area E watershed leaders were brought together for a second Collaborative

Community Watershed Governance Engagement Session on February 9, 2022.

Five of the community leads attended from five of the seven watersheds being

engaged for this project.

The session covered the following:

1. An update on work since the last meeting.

2. A summary of Watershed Health Survey results.

3. A summary of findings from individual watershed leader sessions

(see Appendix B).
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4. What does this mean for implementing a formalized group?

5. How will we share information in the interim?

The main intent of this meeting was to present the opportunity for the group to

become formalized and what it would take to get there. A major outcome of

note is that watershed leaders agreed to review this watershed governance

guidance document.

A summary from the session can be found in Appendix C of this report. This

summary includes all revisions suggested by watershed leads during and

post-session.

6.0 Key Issues in Watersheds

Each watershed in the RDCK Area E faces its own unique set of challenges.

However, the challenges brought forward the most by community members

include stress on the watersheds due to industry and recreational users.

6.1 Industry

Industries in these watersheds include mining and forestry.

6.2 Recreation

Both commercial and non-commercial recreational issues were identified and

include snowmobile users, all-terrain vehicles and 4x4 users, and commercial

tenure holders for all-season access for both motorised and non-motorised

sport.
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6.3 Climate Change

Climate change will undoubtedly have a major impact on watersheds across

BC and planning effectively for potential future issues may reduce some of the

impacts in the future.

7.0 First Nations Engagement

The two First Nation governments engaged for this project include the

Autonomous Sinixt and the Ktunaxa. Both nations were contacted by the

EcoSociety to participate. Currently, a memorandum of understanding (MoU)

exists between the EcoSociety and the Autonomous Sinixt. The Autonomous

Sinixt have been involved in reviewing some initial documentation and will

continue to receive information for which their valuable feedback will be

requested.

Moving into phase two of this project, depending on funding and which group

is managing watershed governance in the RDCK Area E, a new MoU will need

to be developed and formalized in partnership with the Autonomous Sinixt.

There is currently no MoU with the Ktunaxa for this work as of the date this

report was published. Regardless of whom is running this formalized

governance group in the future, it is expected that they will continue to foster a

relationship with the Ktunaxa for input, with or without a signed MoU.

All First Nations should be given the space to engage at whatever level they see

fit. There should be no expectation of time commitments and an effort to

provide a monetary reimbursement for all First Nations involvement should be

actively pursued.
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8.0 Proposed Governance Plan

The first step in implementing a successful watershed governance group is

having a commitment and interest to engage. As mentioned in section 5.2 and

Appendix C of this report, six watershed leaders from six different watersheds

have agreed to work collaboratively in this direction as phase one, which has

included:

Individual sessions with all watershed leaders to gauge their priorities

and determine overlap between all the watersheds;

Multiple collective sessions to unpack the direction and priorities of a

formalized watershed governance group;

Outreach to potential future collaborators;

Research into best practices, some of which are shared in this guidance

document; and

Research for funding opportunities to ensure an Area E watershed

governance group can work effectively and efficiently.

The final formalized governance group should remain open to other

watersheds in Area E joining. There is currently no capacity at this time from the

remaining watersheds in Area E, so a spot should be held for them if this is to

change in the future.

8.1 Watershed Board and Subcommittees

The creation of a watershed governance board is being recommended as the

best option for Area E. The board would consist of a representative from each of

the six committed watersheds as well as three subcommittees to provide

expertise to projects and decision-making processes. The following summarizes

recommendations in addition to a board (see Figure 1 for a visual of this

structure):
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1. A coordinator

As mentioned in Appendix B, a coordinator for this board needs to be

hired to manage the group and keep them running effectively and

efficiently. This role could be part-time to start. The coordinator’s role

would not be to make decisions for the board, but to help facilitate the

decision-making process. They would provide administrative assistance,

support board members with outreach to their communities, help apply

for funding, and coordinate all meetings—including follow-up on action

items. It is expected that this role would grow as the board becomes

more established and as funds are available.

2. A policy and governance subcommittee

This subcommittee would help with research and engagement around

any policy changes that might benefit Area E watersheds. This

committee should consist of the current Area E Director and at least one

RDCK staff person who deals with policy. Experts in policy change or

implementation of existing policies should be engaged to sit on this

committee. At least one board member should also sit on this

committee.

3. A Truth and Reconciliation subcommittee

This subcommittee should include representatives from the board as well

as community members engaged in Truth and Reconciliation. A spot on

this committee will be held for the Autonomous Sinixt and the Ktunaxa

when, if, and however they choose to participate. This committee should

be dedicated to ensuring all projects are considerate of First Nations’

cultural practices and, where possible, that signage includes Indigenous

names and history.
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4. A technical/ ecosystem function subcommittee

This subcommittee will consist of experts who can advise on the

implementation of projects that might impact the environmental

integrity of Area E watersheds. At least one board member should be on

this committee.

5. Volunteers

When monitoring, mitigation, or restoration projects start happening on

the ground in Area E watersheds, it will be integral to engage community

members as volunteers. This will not only reduce project costs, but will

encourage a sense of ownership over the enhancement of ecosystems in

Area E watersheds. This group is not considered a committee and will be

managed by the coordinator with support from the board to develop a

list of potential volunteers from each watershed.

Initially the Area E watershed board will work in partnership with another

established organization such as continuing with the EcoSociety. Other options

include working more directly with the RDCK or working with one of the

watersheds that already have a registered society. Any of these options could

potentially work long-term. Alternatively, the watershed board may decide to

register as an autonomous society under the BC Societies Act.
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Figure 1: Map of governance structure

8.2 Additional Actors to Engage

Building up the governance group’s partnership roster will strengthen the

quality of work through expert in-kind advice as well as leveraging them for

funding and resources. The following provides a summary of critical

partnerships for the group to develop to support its success.

Each of the following groups have been contacted to engage in the

development of watershed governance in Area E. The following summarizes

the potential relationships moving into phase two with each of the following:
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1. Local First Nations

Section 7.0 of this report summarizes past engagement with First

Nations and recommendations for further actions.

2. BC Freshwater Legacy Initiative

This initiative supports watershed groups in creating resilient systems for

effectively managing healthy water systems. They are available to meet

with the board to provide their expertise in funding procurement and

capacity growth. They also have resources available to support effective

watershed governance.

3. POLIS Project on Ecological Governance

This group is affiliated with the University of Victoria and specializes in

research on water policy and governance in BC. They are available to

meet with the watershed board to convene a session on strategizing

ideas for sustainable freshwater outcomes.

4. The Columbia Basin Water Monitoring Network/ Board

(Living Lakes Canada)

This Living Lakes Canada initiative is an “approach for water monitoring

to support efforts of decision makers to better address community and

ecosystem climate adaptation options in the Canadian Columbia Basin.”

This group has reached out and is interested in working with the Area E

watershed board.

9.0 Recommendations for Next Steps

Starting a new governance group may have many steps and require additional

time commitment in the early phases, but the results can mean watersheds are

prioritized and protected for future generations.
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Some of the critical next steps that the Area E watershed board need to work

towards include:

1. Develop a schedule and determine frequency of meetings for the next 6

to 12 months. This will ensure board members have deadlines to work

back from. Consistent meetings can be used as milestones for the board.

It is recommended that the board meet every four to six weeks while

getting started and then move to a quarterly meeting model. Informal

meetings, committee meetings or project planning meetings can be

scheduled in between formal board meetings on an

as-and-when-needed basis.

2. Decide who will administer board activities until the group becomes a

society or decides to work long-term with one of the potential partners

addressed in section 8.1. The interim group that the board partners with

will need to have a minimum of BC Society status in order to apply for

funding opportunities.

3. The board should prioritize confirming a decision-making process. The

most popular method, based on interviews with watershed leaders

(Appendix B), was a consensus model with voting utilized only when

absolutely needed.

4. The board should review the vision, mission, and goals in section 1.0 and

agree on any changes. These will be the driving principles of the work the

board embarks on collectively.

5. An important activity for the board to work on as soon as possible is the

creation of a priority list of projects and actions. This will ensure that
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everyone is in agreement with the priorities and will make it clear what

the coordinator should focus their efforts on, especially for funding

securement.

6. The development of a guiding policy and procedures manual to inform

operations, staff mandates, board and committee expectations,

communication procedures and other administrative tasks will be critical

for the success of the group.

7. Once the board is established and the above priorities have been

achieved, it will be crucial for the group to work on a strategic plan to

guide the next three to five years of work being done in Area E

watersheds.

10.0 Funding Opportunities

At the Province of British Columbia Budget 2020 Consultation released by the

Select Standing Committee on Finance and Government Services, water

sustainability was presented as a leading concern. The full report can be viewed

here. An important factor in bringing this to the centre of the budget

conversations was the consortium of water-focused NGOs and academia led by

the POLIS Water Sustainability Project.

Unfortunately, little action has been taken by the province to increase funding

to water-related projects such as watershed sustainability. Creating strong

community-led watershed governance among small groups should be used as

leverage to not only access more government funding, but to provide the

legitimacy communities can have in successfully managing their own

resources.
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Watersheds BC is not listed in Table 2 as they are a resource for supporting

watershed groups in developing “diverse and sustainable funding models.”5

They are a collaborative made up of the BC Freshwater Legacy Initiative, the

POLIS Project on Ecological Governance, and the Centre for Indigenous

Environmental Resources.

Table 2: Potential funders to support phase two of watershed governance in
the RDCK Area E

Name of

Funder

Type of

Funding

Amount

Available
More info

Gordon and

Betty Moore

Foundation

Environmental

conservation

funding available

Up to $1 million Funded the 2016 Fraser Basin

Council three-year

Guidance for Collaborative

Watershed Governance in BC

project. More info here.

Fisheries and

Oceans Canada

Projects that

support healthy

fish habitat

Up to $100,000 Project funding changes each

year and is usually available to

apply for in early to mid fall.

More info here.

Local

Government

Discretionary

grants and the

CIP/AAP funding

Usually no more

than $5,000

The RDCK can provide a couple

different funding streams to

support projects. More info

here.

Real Estate

Foundation of

BC

5 https://www.bcwaterlegacy.ca/watershedsbc
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Name of

Funder

Type of

Funding

Amount

Available
More info

Columbia

Basin Trust

Non-profit

advisory program

Up to 90% of cost

to hire a

consultant.

Support for funding

development, strategic

planning, board development,

etc. Initial meeting with advisor

is free. More info here.

Environmental

grants

Up to $100,000 More info here.

Vancouver

Foundation

Participatory

action grants.

Up to $100,000 Grants have two levels,

convening and investigating. A

major focus on community

involvement. More info here.

Sitka

Foundation

Environmental

grant

Usually up to

$20,000

Focus on conservation,

scientific research, public

engagement and innovation.

More info here.

11.0 Watershed Community Values Survey

A community values survey for six of the seven watersheds participating in the

Community in Nature project was completed. The survey included 14 questions

designed to determine what community values and concerns exist within each

watershed, how communities interact with their watersheds, and how

communities think their watershed land-base should be managed. A total of 98

survey responses (both electronic and paper) were collected.

Full survey results can be found here.
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APPENDIX A: Meeting Summary #1

Area E Communities in Nature

Collaborative Community Watershed Governance Summary of Meeting

November 3, 2021

What is the Purpose of Watershed Governance in Area E?

The purpose of developing a watershed governance plan for Area E is to join

together to collaborate with all levels of government and First Nations while

identifying ecological watershed needs, creating sustainability plans while

maintaining and/or restoring water quality.

A cohesive voice across all watersheds can lead to autonomous collective

strength while increasing the legitimacy of activities in the watershed.

What is Watershed Governance?

Collaborative watershed governance involves decision making at three levels

within the watershed scale:

1. Surface level; rivers, streams, lakes, etc.

2. Groundwater level; aquifers, etc.

3. Public and private interests; all levels of government, industry, NGOs, etc.

Vision, Mission and Goals

The vision, mission and goals are collective statements that can help public and

private groups work together towards agreed-upon outcomes.
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Vision
The vision is the dream world we would like to live in:

Area E residents are watershed stewards with meaningful, legislated

decision-making power in their community watersheds. Water quality, quantity,

and timing of flow are maintained by healthy, intact, living ecosystems. These

elements are essential in supporting healthy, resilient communities and

abundant fish and wildlife.

Mission
The mission is how we aim to achieve the vision:

The development of strong governance to influence policy created by local

decision-makers, while supporting, connecting, and sharing resources with

communities in Area E as they create and enact long-term, cohesive

ecologically-based plans to protect, restore, and utilize their community

watersheds.

Goals
These are the goals that reflect outcomes of the mission statement and will

lead to the realization of the vision:

1. Support Area E water-user groups to influence decisions made by

watershed users (e.g., industrial, recreational, commercial, residential)

on the use of consumptive watersheds.
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2. Connect Area E water user groups with resources to create

nature-based plans for their consumptive watersheds.

3. Share these resources through the process of nature-based planning,

capacity-building, and collaboration with local communities and

Indigenous governments, thus working to protect the health and

resilience of communities.

4. Use Nature-Based Planning and natural infrastructure solutions

rooted in the precautionary principle to guide watershed planning in

Area E.

Objectives of the Watershed Plan

The Collaborative Community Watershed Governance plan (the outcome of this

engagement process) will focus on key recommendations for next steps based

on research and initial meetings with individuals and groups involved. The hope

is that this will be the first step in establishing a more formal structure of

collaboration for those engaged in Area E watersheds. An organized group can

add legitimacy to a watershed, opening up more opportunities for funding,

collaboration, and validity when bringing forward policy and governance

recommendations to decision-makers.

The following are the objectives for this initial recommendation plan:

1. Help Area E move towards improving and protecting ecological integrity

of watersheds for water quantity, quality, and timing of flow and source

through effective community-based collaborative planning.
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2. Involve a wider variety of voices and perspectives in the decision-making

process, adding legitimacy to the outcomes.

3. Provide a sustainable model for communities in Area E that supports

conflict resolution as well as collaboration for various initiatives.

4. Increase the capacity of Area E communities to restore and maintain

their watersheds sustainably while leverage a governance model to

influence government policy / decision-making.

Examples of Governance Models in Other Watersheds

For examples of successful watershed governance models, check out the

following links:

Shawnigan Basin Society: https://www.shawniganbasinsociety.org/

Coquitlam River Watershed Roundtable: https://www.coquitlamriverwatershed.ca/

Okanagan Basin Water Board: www.obwb.ca/

Cowichan Watershed Board: www.cowichanwatershedboard.ca/
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APPENDIX B: Summary of Individual Meetings

Communities in Nature

Collaborative Community Watershed Governance

Summary of Individual Meetings with Watershed Leaders

Overview

Each community lead was engaged in a one-on-one conversation to deepen

their understanding of watershed governance and to build trust in the process

of developing a shared Area E initiative with fellow watershed leaders.

Leaders from the following watersheds have been engaged in this process:

Bird Creek Watershed

Eagle Creek Watershed

Fortynine Creek Watershed

Glade Watershed

Laird Watershed

Redfish Creek Watershed

The following questions were asked to each watershed leader and answers will

be summarized in this document:

1. Does the concept of watershed governance make sense to you?

If not, reasoning will be explained until individual feels comfortable

with the concept.

2. What would you like a formalized structure to look like in Area E?
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Who should sit at the table?

Who is missing now from the conversation?

What would you like your role to be?

What would you like to see a formalized group accomplish?

How would you like to make decisions collectively?

3. Are there any other ideas you want to share?

This document summarizes the findings in a recommendations for next steps

section.

Watershed Governance as a Concept

Initially, community leaders did not feel confident in the benefits of having a

formalized collaborative watershed governance group for Area E. Each

watershed has different needs, unique landscapes, and a variety of issues

impacting them in economic, social, and environmental ways.

Each watershed leader was educated on the benefits that this approach could

bring their communities. Watershed governance is not a quick or easy process,

but when done right, it can create efficient processes for all the communities,

bring credibility to the group, be a more cost-effective opportunity, and create

opportunities for “developing integrated and robust solutions to complex

problems” (p. 5). The general consensus from watershed leaders after this6

description was that this process was worth their and their communities’ time.

Building a Formalized Governance Structure

6 Fraser Basin Council. (2016, June). Guidance for Collaborative Watershed Governance in BC. Retrieved from
https://www.fraserbasin.bc.ca/_Library/Water_BCWF/fbc-bcwf-guidance_for_watershed_governance-june_30-2016.pdf
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Consensus on the understanding of a final outcome allowed participants to

thoughtfully answer the following questions in a manner that best represented

their watershed community as a whole.

Who needs to sit at the table?

Generally, each watershed leader agreed that it would be beneficial to have a

representative from each watershed join a formalized governance group. Equal

decision-making power was the preference here.

Where the watershed leaders differed was in who else should join a formalized

entity. Some leaders thought that it was important for industry to be equally

engaged, while others thought it was the wrong decision to bring them in.

Additionally, some representatives thought it was important to give First

Nations a seat at the table as well. Others felt that First Nations were too taxed

and that instead an open invitation to join and provide feedback when available

and in ways that worked best for them was the more respectful alternative.

Some individuals thought that only the Sinixt should be engaged, whereas

others thought that Ktunaxa should be engaged as well.

Fewer than half of the leaders were in favour of the following groups and

individuals having a seat at the table:

The West Kootenay EcoSociety;

Professional representatives (hydrologists, ecologists, etc.) who know

the area, such as Herb and Ryan;

The field team that worked on the ground and might be able to bring

forward unique perspectives and ideas (Ryan, Paige, and Arlo);

Writers who can and are creating articles/ stories about the watershed

(e.g., Sarah from Living Here);
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An RDCK representative such as Ramona and/ or a staff person who

works in water;

A provincial representative such as someone who works for the

Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and

Development; and

Selkirk College.

Who is missing now from the conversation?

All watershed leaders strongly agreed that industry needs to be actively

engaged in the governance process. The most common area of concern for

each watershed involved active industry operations including mining and

logging. These concerns ranged from past to present to future industry

operations. One strong concern was that if industry is not more actively

engaged in this process, then they will not accept the Nature-Based Plan. A call

for more sustainable logging processes through collaborative engagement

with forestry companies was brought forward by many of the watershed

leaders.

Some watershed leaders thought that engaging more meaningfully with

neighboring RDCK areas would also benefit a formalized governance structure.

There was also a suggestion to work more collaboratively with other watersheds

that might already have formalized governance to support Area E’s success.

Other groups that fewer than half of the leaders suggested bringing into the

conversation to support successful governance included:

Living Lakes Canada,

Friends of Kootenay Lake Stewardship Society,
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Interior Health,

Water Sustainability Branch of the Province, and

More expert consultants.

What would you like your role to be?

Most watershed leaders agreed that they would like to continue to be the

representatives for their communities in a more formalized structure. One

leader said they would be open to someone else in their watershed stepping

forward if there was interest.

Communication networks were discussed with leaders and it was evident that

some had stronger systems in place than others. Support was requested from

some to ensure a cohesive method of communicating governance decisions

and processes for feedback to be implemented in their watershed.

What would you like to see a formalized group accomplish?

There was a wide range of desires from each watershed leader as to what they

would like to have a governance group accomplish. The following summarizes

the preferred deliverables:

Get the Nature-Base Plan implemented in Area E watersheds.

Ensure the protection of the health of all the watersheds in Area E

through on-the-ground work and governance.

Collect information on all the uses in Area E watersheds and what the

potential impacts/ benefits are, for example:

Wild harvesting (such as mushrooms and devil’s club)

Retreats

Sacred areas
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Historical points of interest

Have one voice from the group that represents them at other

decision-making situations.

Get to the point where the group has enough legitimacy to have a

formalized say in governance decisions that might impact Area E

watersheds.

Better policy for recreational usage.

Have the group brought in to review all industry applications in Area E.

Leverage the group’s voice to inform legislation that might impact

Area E and other watersheds.

Improve relationships between all watersheds as well as other users

such as industry.

Build relationships to place.

Change the way conversations are had and therefore change the

story.

Provide a forum for sharing information between watersheds and

discussing ways to support each other.

More maps

Hire someone through grant funding to create a map of where

harvestable timber exists on unstable or steep slopes and

compare with extreme climate event forecasts. Use this

information to inform logging companies so they are doing

climate-resilient logging.

Use maps to tell stories about the watersheds.

Create a model for governance that can be expanded and replicated

in other RDCK Areas.

Commission a climate change hydrology model for each watershed.

One leader wanted to see logging stopped completely.

Apply existing legislation more effectively.
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Leverage funding to implement more projects in Area E.

Healthy communities through healthy water in healthy watersheds.

Monitoring.

Field trips to better engage community members.

How would you like to make decisions collectively?

Consensus-based decision-making was unanimously agreed to as the best way

to make collective decisions. Additionally, voting was brought forward as a

method for making decisions on more difficult issues.

What else is important?

It was a common sentiment that in order for this group to be successful, an

individual needs to be assigned to manage this group. Leaders thought that

this position could be part-time at a minimum and paid. The candidates

brought forward to administer this position, initially, were the RDCK or the

EcoSociety. It was identified by watershed leaders that this role would allow the

group to accelerate and achieve actionable items. This individual or

organization would also collect data, convene meetings, and provide

summaries as well as support community leaders in better connecting with

their communities—as lack of engagement was mentioned as a major issue in

most watersheds.

Some leaders felt that they had not been engaged with in a meaningful way

throughout the Nature-Based Planning process. There was opinion that they

were not engaged enough and that this meant the plan might not actually be

useable by their community. However, most felt that the Nature-based Plan

was a good candidate for a first project to undertake collectively through a new
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governance structure and that there was still opportunity for the consultants to

engage the community more.

Finally, leaders agreed it was important to start with an agreed-upon set of

‘unifying principles’ as one leader put it. These are usually referred to as the

vision, mission, and goals. There was also a desire to set norms for meeting to

ensure a respectful environment.

Other opportunities that were mentioned in these one-on-one sessions with

watershed leaders include:

Try to get an Official Community Plan pilot around water to start in

Area E watersheds.

Start the formalized process by collectively agreeing on the top

priorities for the group to focus on.
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APPENDIX C: Meeting Summary #2

Area E Communities in Nature

Collaborative Community Watershed Governance Summary of Meeting

February 9, 2022

Update on Watershed Health Survey results

See Appendix E for the full summary.

Summary of findings from meetings with all watershed leaders

We asked each of you the following questions:

1. Does the concept of watershed governance make sense to you?

If not, reasoning will be explained until the individual feels

comfortable with the concept.

2. What would you like a formalized structure to look like in Area E?

Who should sit at the table?

Who is missing now from the conversation?

What would you like your role to be?

What would you like to see a formalized group accomplish?

How would you like to make decisions collectively?

3. Are there any other ideas you want to share?

Based on our previous meeting and the findings from these individual

meetings we are excited to work with this group to get a governance group

formalized for Area E to improve the ability to efficiently and effectively achieve

priority projects in your watersheds.
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What does this mean for implementing a formalized group?

The group reviewed the proposed governance plan based on individual

feedback. There was a majority interest in the group moving forward with

formalized governance with the support of a part-time coordinator.

Next steps as well as funding opportunities were then discussed and agreed

upon. This included the need for the group to review the Guidance Report for

Watershed Governance in the RDCK Area E.

How do you want to share information in the interim?

The EcoSociety has a drive that will be used to easily share and access

information in the interim to long-term. Each member will be given access to

the drive in order to review and share files.
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